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ABSTRACT: In this study, a factorial experiment in a randomized complete block design with three
replications was used. In order to implement two-factor A × B experiment at four levels of factor A and
factor B fertilizer sources include two levels of density, with 8 treatments and 3 replications was used. The
results of the analysis showed that the simple effect of fertilizer was significant for all traits, but only on
the density of plants per square meter was impressive trait. The effect of density on the number of pods
per lateral branches and main fertilizer, seed weight and seed yield were significant. I yield the highest
fertilizer treatments (100% chemical fertilizer as a control) with 2719 kg per hectare, respectively. First,
the effect of treatment on both the density and fertilizer treatments 2887 characters maximum density of 9
pounds per acre to themselves.
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INTRODUCTION
long term studies show; Continuous use of chemical fertilizers decreases , Crop yield due to soil
acidification, loss of proper soil physicochemical properties, absence of micronutrients in NPK fertilizer(Adediran et
al, 2004). The use of bio-fertilizers also effectively helps to improve farming. Biofertilizers is increasing Gibberellin
level and Gibberellin also increases root growth. By increasing the root, the plant`s power to uptake nitrogen and
nutrients will increase and Increase the permeability of the soil, increase soil water holding capacity, soil nutrients
and Leads to an increase in nutrient uptake by plants.
Short-term tests show: a higher percentage of nitrogen fertilizers than organic fertilizers are absorbed by
the plant (Eghbal et al, 2004). This is due to slow release of nitrogen in organic fertilizers. Nitrogen release speed
from such fertilizers is Subject to certain conditions and some qualitative characteristics, such as C / N ratio and the
amount of polyphenols (ladd and Amato, 1986). Physiological efficiency of nitrogen in fall canola can reduce
environmental pollution and enhance the economic income. To improve this efficiency and reduce environmental
pollution, several fertilizer integrated management strategies have been developed (Rathk et al, 2006). One of
these strategies is the integration of biological and chemical fertilizers. Diepenbrock and Grosse (1995) and
Diepenbrock (2000) showed: seed yield is a complex grooming which consists of various components and is
obtained through the high flexibility of yield structure. Diepenbrock and Grosse (1995) proved: seeds and pods`
growth Reflecting high levels of soil nitrogen. In fact total nitrogen content of plants during the reproductive phase
decreases so probably Nitrogen transfer in the life of the individual seeds and fruits is effective. One of the initial
steps for preparing nitrogen occurs to remobilize in Aging tissues, that the enzymes of Photosynthetic system have
little activity. This study is aimed at reducing the use chemical fertilizers to reduce environmental pollution,
biological and chemical synthesis to increase the efficiency of nitrogen physiology in canola, determining the
optimum level of fertilizer, production stability and improving soil physical and chemical properties.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
This research was done in 2012-2013 crop year in Kalin village farm in Pakdasht city ( Sharifabad section).
site`s soil was Loam with a pH of 7/29 was the testing area. In 16/10/2012 ,Land preparation operation with
perpendicular plow , Disc , leveler , Furrower and demarcation and 24 plot with a length of 6 meters and a width of
1/80 meters was done by ridger and each plot includes 3stacks, stacks distance was 60 Cm and on each stack ,
Two rows of cultivation were considered and after identifying farm Soil test results, The amount of phosphorus
fertilizers (triple superphosphate) and potassium (potassium sulfate) based on soil necessity ,in case of Total
phosphorus and potassium fertilizer were applied to the soil before planting. In 19/10/2012 cultivating on stacks
was performed as dry planting and ⅓ of nitrogen fertilizer was applied to plots which had nitrogen chemical fertilizer
grooming and each plot includes 3stacks, stacks distance was 60 Cm and on each stack, Two rows of cultivation
were considered so each plot had 6 rows and distance between two plots, one row of cultivation was60cm and
distance between each repetition was considered 3 meters. The testing was performed as Factorial in case of a
Complete randomized block design with three replications. to perform this research A×B Two-factor test was done
which A factor includes Fertilizer resources at four levels and B factor includes densities at two levels with 8
grooming and 3 repetitions. Observed grooming of first factor are: Fertilizer different ratios (based on soil test
recommendations) and Nitroxin biological fertilizers in case of a1 (100% chemical fertilizer as control), a2 (50%
chemical Fertilizer and advice on total use of bio-fertilizer), a3 (25% chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic
fertilizer according to recommendation), a4 (100% bio-fertilizer) and second case in different case of cultivating
seeds in 7 and 9 kilograms levels in an acre. The first irrigation was done immediately after seeding.
In 22/05/2013 harvesting was done manually. Taking half a meter from the edge, all samples after
harvesting were packed and numbered. After separating seeds from pods, seed yield was determined manually
and in weighting form,And to review and analyze plant growth under different groomings, sampling was conducted
during growth and development different stages. Data variance analysis was performed using SAS software, and
the resulting means were compared using Duncan's multiple range test.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Number of pods in main and lateral branches
Number of pods in a plant, number of seeds in a pod and thousand seeds weight compromise Yield
components of canola. Number of pods in a plant is One of the important components of seed yield as it is
containing Number of seeds and also provides some parts of Photosynthetic materials And ultimately the seed
weight. This trait is the defining characteristic of Canola yield potential as Pods are compromised of number of
seeds and on the other hand provide Photosynthetic materials for seeds and determine their weights (Clarke and
Simpson, 1978). The results of the analysis of variance table showed; simple effect of fertilizer and mutual effect of
density ×fertilizer was meaningful on number of pods on main and lateral branch at 5 % level (table 1). Mean
comparison showed: third fertilized grooming a3 (25% chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic fertilizer according
to recommendation) with 71 pods in main branch and 37/5 pods in lateral branch has the first grade (Diagram1)
Taylor and colleagues (1991) reported that fertilizer applications increase the yield In one year, to 100 and 200 kg
nitrogen in an acre in second year. In both years, yield increase factor due to nitrogen fertilizer was Improvement in
the number of pods in a square meter. It is believed; competition between plants in nitrogen shortage grooming (4th
fertilized grooming) increased the percent of flowers fall at the time of inoculation or after that or caused flowering
stage shortening and Resulted in the lowest number of pods in a plant but in grooming which both chemical and
biologic fertilizers are used together, biologic fertilizers due to secreting plant hormones increased The availability
of nitrogen for plants.
Fertilizer × density mutual effect was meaningful in 5% statistical level. (Table1). 3 rd fertilized grooming a3
(25% chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic fertilizer according to recommendation) in both densities, have the
th
highest number of pods in main and lateral branches are orderly 72 and 37/67 and 4 fertilized grooming (100%
bio-fertilizer) in both densities has the lowest number of pods in main and lateral branches. (Orderly 58/67 and
32/33) Table2.
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Diagram1. mean comparison of number of pods in main and lateral branches influenced by different fertilized grooming

Number of seeds in a pod
According to variance analysis table, the only effect of fertilizer on number of branches in a plant was
meaningful in 5% level. (Table1). Mean comparison showed; 4th fertilized grooming (100% bio-fertilizer) and first
(100% chemical fertilizer as a control) with 27 and 23/5 seeds produced the highest and lowest number of seeds in
a pod. (Diagram2). As yield components influence each other and increase and decrease in each component so
they can influence the other components. (Khajehpoor2004) so it seems; the high number of pods in third fertilized
grooming (25% chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic fertilizer according to recommendation) causes plant to
face problem at time of forming seed`s initiation and as result number of seeds decrease in a pod. According to
gained results from mutual effect, number of seeds in a pod in 1 and 5% probability levels wasn’t affected by
density ×fertilizer mutual effect (Table1).

Diagram 2. mean comparison of number of seeds in a pod influenced by different fertilized grooming

Thousand seeds weight
According to variance analysis result, simple fertilizer effect and mutual effect of density× fertilizer on
nd
weight of thousand seeds was meaningful in 5% level. (Table1). Grooming mean comparison showed; 2 fertilized
grooming (50% chemical Fertilizer and advice on total use of bio-fertilizer) with 5/11 grams has the highest seed
weight and 4th grooming (100% bio-fertilizer) with 4/77 grams has the lowest seed weight (diagram3). In this case it
is believed; increase in seed weight according to Increase in seed filling period is logical and acceptable and can
show the effect of growth Enhancing bacterial by increasing the amount of stored photosynthesis during seed filling
period. (Akbari et al 2009) increasing available nutrient by using chemical and biological fertilizers could lead to
increased thousand seeds weight considerabl. The result of mutual effects showed; thousand seeds weight was
influenced by density ×fertilizer mutual effect and was meaningful in 5% probable effect. (Table1) the highest
amount of seed weight is related to 2nd fertilized grooming (50% chemical Fertilizer and advice on total use of biofertilizer) and 7 kilograms in an acre (5/44 gram) density and the lowest amount is related to 4th fertilized grooming
(100% bio-fertilizer) and 7 kilograms in an acre (4/65 grams) density (Table 2)
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Diagram 3. Mean comparison of seed weight influenced by different fertilized grooming

Number of plants in a square meter
According to variance analysis result, the effect of fertilizer and density on number of plants in a square
meter was meaningful in 1% level. (Table 1) mean comparison showed: 4th fertilized grooming (100% bio-fertilizer)
with 154/33 plants has the highest number of plants in a square meter and first grooming (100% chemical fertilizer
as a control) with 140/17 plants has the lowest number of plants in a square meter. (Diagram 4) also in mean
comparison of density effect, 9 kilograms grooming in an acre with 161/67 plants was more than 7 kilograms in an
acre grooming (diagram 4) and it is in accordance with Faraji observations (2004) Biologic fertilizer usage as a
natural agent to keep the system alive that leads to increase in number of plants.(Darzi et al 2008) Nitroxin
bacterial manure is from Azotobacter family. Azotobacter is able to produce Antifungal compounds, against all plant
pathogens and Enhance germination and plant vigor which lead to the growth of plants (Chen, 2006).

Diagram 4. mean comparison of number of plants in a square meter influenced by different fertilized grooming and density

Seed yield
Variance analysis results showed; the simple effect of fertilizer and mutual effect of fertilizer× density on
seed yield was meaningful in 1% level. (Table1) grooming mean comparison showed; first fertilized grooming
(100% chemical fertilizer as a control) with 2719/3 kg ha has the highest seed yield and 4th grooming (100% biofertilizer) With 1539/6 kg ha has the lowest seed yield (Diagram5). Sajadi Neek et al (2010)asserted; Nitrogen
fertilizer applications can be developed with growth, development and sustainability of leaf, stem and branch and
leads to seed yield increase.
Fertilizer and density mutual effect on seed yield was meaningful in 1 % level. (Table1) first fertilized
grooming (100% chemical fertilizer as a control) in both densities with 2887/2 and 2551/5 kg ha has the highest
nd
th
seed yield and 2 fertilized grooming (50% chemical Fertilizer and total use of bio-fertilizer) and 4 (100% biofertilizer) both in 7 kilograms density in an acre With 1556/8 and 1446 kg ha has the lowest seed yield. (Table2)
Asar and Askarysbrg (1995) believe; yield increase is due to improvement of pod numbers in a plant and weight of
thousand seeds.
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Diagram 5. mean comparison of seed yield influenced by different fertilized grooming
Table 1. variance analysis of Canola observed traits influenced by density and fertilizer grooming
Seed yield
54502/25
9507554/05**
153/545ns
944954/27**
77719/45

Thousand
seeds
weight
4/901
4/304*
4/593ns
4/547*
4/915

Number of
plant in a
square meter
234/91
9525/31**
0513/31**
931/01ns
151/05

Number of
seeds in a
pod
4/71
92/53*
7/49ns
99/00ns
7/19

1/00

9/15

99/11

95/07

Pod in lateral
branch

Pod in main
branch

Release
degree

91/11
94/55*
5/71ns
97/71**
3/59

51/34
553/53*
12/91ns
930/42*
51/92

5
3
9
3
90

92/55

90/51

-

Changes source
repetition
fertilizer
density
fertilizer× density
Total error
Change
coefficient

Respectively in 1 and 5% probability level is meaningful and ns is meaningless
Table 2. the mean effect of density× fertilizer mutual effect for canola observed traits By Duncan
Seed
yield

Thousand
seeds weight

a5551/5
a5229/2
c9227/5
bc9150/5
bc9723/9
bc9795/5
c9007/4
bc9733/5

ab2/49
bc0/11
a2/00
bc0/11
ab2/41
ab0/11
c0/72
bc0/51

Pod in
lateral
branch
a31/44
c33/33
bc 32/33
a31/44
a31/33
a31/71
c35/33
ab37/71

Pod in
main
branch
bc 75/33
c21/44
c25/71
bc 70/33
a15/44
a14/44
c21/44
c25/44

Fertilizer ×density
grooming
%944chemical fertilizer × 7 kg ha
%944 chemical fertilizer× 9 kg ha
50%chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic fertilizer× 7 kg ha
50%chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic fertilizer× 9 kg ha
25%chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic fertilizer× 7 kg ha
25%chemical fertilizer and total use of biologic fertilizer× 9 kg ha
%944 bio-fertilizer ×7 kg ha
%944 bio-fertilizer× 9 kg ha

Means which have at least one similar letter don’t have meaningful different statistically
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